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IATEFL, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Student Manual/Study Guide. 280 x
210 mm. Language: N/A. Brand New Book. Fully revised with additional content, this full colour new
edition of Better Writing builds on the success of the original. It is designed to supplement main
coursebooks at the low-intermediate to intermediate level and will benefit students at secondary or
tertiary institutions as well as adults on vocational or professional training programmes. The
author takes a step-by-step approach to the teaching of writing skills. Each unit begins with
activities designed to increase awareness of what writing in English involves and includes practice
in: * mechanical skills (spelling, capitalization and punctuation) * construction and linking
(conjunctions and subordination) * grammar The new Language review section concludes each unit
with additional practice in the main language items featured. Through controlled and guided
practice, students are gradually led towards writing accurate, cohesive, appropriate and more
interesting paragraphs involving a variety of topics and functions, such as: * explaining the
functioning of a device * describing a process * describing an object * making comparisons *
describing tables and graphs * explaining cause and effect * writing formal and informal letters *
describing change...
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Extensive information! Its this type of excellent study. I have read and i am sure that i will gonna go through yet again once more down the road. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aliya h Ma yer-- Aliya h Ma yer

This publication is worth getting. This is certainly for those who statte that there was not a well worth studying. Its been written in an exceptionally simple
way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this ebook in which in fact transformed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr . Hester  Pr oha ska  DV M-- Mr . Hester  Pr oha ska  DV M
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